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House Resolution 769

By: Representatives Ridley of the 22nd, Byrd of the 20th, Rhodes of the 124th, Gambill of the

15th, and Ridley of the 6th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Jamie Madden; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Jamie Madden began her distinguished career in environmental service as an2

intern at Elijah Creek before advancing to a year-round part-time position; and3

WHEREAS, in 2014, she was promoted to the role of Roving Interpretive Ranger for Fort4

Mountain, Vogel, Vann House, and New Echota Historic Sites, showcasing her growing5

expertise; and6

WHEREAS, Jamie's leadership skills were further recognized in 2015 when she was7

promoted to Assistant Manager at Cloudland Canyon, followed by another promotion to8

Assistant Manager at Richard B. Russell; and9

WHEREAS, Jamie's upward trajectory continued in 2018 when she achieved the prestigious10

position of Park Manager at Panola Mountain, a testament to her continued dedication and11

contributions to the Georgia State Parks system; and12
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WHEREAS, in 2021, she became the Park Manager at Red Top Mountain, where her vision13

and unyielding commitment to park management and environmental conservation will be14

sorely missed upon her departure on December 15, 2023; and15

WHEREAS, during her tenure as park manager, Red Top Mountain witnessed significant16

growth in park revenues, and her success in recruiting and maintaining personnel greatly17

enhanced the overall operations of the park; and18

WHEREAS, she is a person of magnanimous strengths with an unimpeachable reputation for19

integrity, intelligence, fairness, and kindness; and20

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this21

remarkable and distinguished Georgian be appropriately recognized.22

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that23

the members of this body recognize and commend Jamie Madden for her years of dedicated24

and exemplary service as well as extend the most sincere best wishes for continued health25

and happiness.26

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized27

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to Jamie28

Madden.29
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